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I. IITRODUCTlON 
A. Just1t1.e:ation for the Study 
The buildings or our f'oref'athers 1n America were con-
s tru.cted for only one purpose: shelter. tittle thought was · 
given to any of the factors that should be considered in build• 
!ng construetion such as: futu.:re needs, eeonolllf or labol", 
eapaeity, cost, structural details, maintenance, and probable 
life of the structure. The farmer in those days 11ved a soli-
tary existence . The majority ot produce be realized from nis 
labors was consumed on the farm . His problem was simply that 
or produoing enough for himself and his dependents . 
Today farming is an indus t ry 1-n which there 1s consider-
able eompeti tion. The .farmer produce.s only a portion or t he 
goods he consumes ; he specializes in one or several branches 
of agricultural pr.od.uction. Due to this specialization he is 
able to produce more in his particular b.raneh of agriculture 
than he needs, and the surplus he sells to others . Then he in 
turn buys other materials from other producers to complete the 
alleviation of his own needs. Thus , division of labor has 
exerted a tremendous infl uence on the progress made by the 
Am-erie.an people. 
This division of labor has ma.de the modern farmer a 
specialist in one or ore ot the fields of agriculture, He 
may be a dairyman, a poultryman, a hog or cattle raiser , and S> 
on, By concentr ting his activities the f armer learns ore 
about his selected field or fields, and his efficiency in pro-
duci ng is increased. He becomes more concerned about the 
econo ics of agriculture; if he is a 11 estock iser, he be-
gins to know more about the physiology of his ~nimals and their 
environ!"lehtal requirements .• 
F rm buildings have undergo e some change for the better, 
as have some f armers, but ther e is yet considerable room for 
improvement. The better f armers of today .hen they cons der 
erecting a f ar st uctu e 3re concerned about sue · things as 
economy of construction, capacity, structural details , main-
tenance, and prob ble life of the structur • They eons1der 
. the requirements of a good roofing ma t erial, which re: (1) 
esistance to fire; (2 ) structural stability; (3) resis tance 
to the elements or nature; (4) resistance to the penetration 
of water or water v por; (5) resis tance to heat flow; (6) 
ease of application; (?) low cost; and (8) pleasing appe ranee. 
This foresight by some f armers is one ot the reasons that todey-
ga.lvanized sheet s t eel is recognized as a roofing material 
ossesstng definite potential ties for use in f arm structures. 
or the above na ed qualities of a good roofing m ter1al, gal-
vanized sheet steel possesses al 1, •ti th the exception of number 
(5), resistance to he;:i t flow. A number of f armers apply the 
-3-
galvanized rooting directly to nailing strips spaced usu~lly 
about two or three feet apart . These farmers' objection s 
that the building gets ntoo hot in summer and too cold in 
winter . " 
In 193? the Republic Steel Corporation cooperated with the 
Iowa Agricultural Experi ent Station n setttng up a project 
entitled, "The Utilization of Steel in Far Structures . " From 
research conducted since then have come data which indicrite 
that galvanized sheet steel when used .in con3unction with 
proper insulation possesses desirable qualities in resisting 
heat flow . Until this present 1nvestigat. on started, all of 
the ex::ieriments had been c,.,nduc .. ed by using the test house 
shown in fig . 5. In continuing the work done on this project 
it seemed desirable to design and construct a farm building 
embodying the recommended insulation features nd subject the 
building to perform nee tests . A brooder house where art1f1· 
cial h at is supplied would a pear to off er the best possibil• 
ities for studying the insulation propert es of a fa m building 
since the brooding season usually occurs in cold wenther , and 
the he~t problem is occasioned by an air temperature difference 
between the outside air and the inside air . 
B. The Project 
Project 562 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 
entitled, '*The tftilizati.on of Steel in Farm Building Construc-
tion'" was initiated on July 1, 1937. The project, sponsored 
b;y the 1\epublic Steel Corporation, has as its. genera.1 objective: 
To improve the construction or farm strueturas through a bette-
u.se of st,eel. 
The speeif1e objectives ere listed ast 
(1) To study struetura.l and functional requirements 
or f arm buildings as they may be related to the use of 
steel in their aonstr-uetion 
(2} To study properties ot steel products not now 
well known and to ascertain more fully their suitability 
for f arm use 
(3) 1.'o apply the information secured from the above 
in the design and eonstruetion .or experimental buildings 
under controlled conditions (16) 
w. D. Seoates , the first research fellow to be initiated 
on the prolect, mad$ a survey or "The Uses ot Steel in Iowa 
Fara Bu1ld1ngs0 1n order to find a suitable project f .or h1s 
rese~.reh \fork . From information gathered from h1$ survey he 
selected a stndy of "The Range ot Temperature under Sheet Steel 
Roof lngtt as hj.s year's work •. 
From his analysis of the problem, itr . Scoates concluded 
that 1n order to conduct his in"'.restigation a test house ma.de 
up of various roof seetions well insulated from each other 
would be necessary . Th~ eight root sections. eeleeted are shown 
in fig. l. For reasons justifying this selection the reader is 
referred to Mr . Seoates' thesis . Plans for the test hous$, 
which were later rev1sed1 and a photograph of the test house,, 
·5-
are shown in fig. 2,3,4, and ;, respectively.. 'temperatures 
were measured by means of thermocouples located as shown 1n fig• 
l. A testing period was twenty-four hou:rs• durationt with 
teJnpe:ratures being read every hour. The periods began and 
ended at midnight. Records were kept of the outside wind veloc-
ity and d1reet:ton and r~ma.rks about weather conditions. fir . 
Scoates proposed to analyze his results as follows: 
(1) Temperature curves· ot the aetual compartment 
room temperatures w:tll show temperatures and time lag tor 
each section and outside air. 
(2) Tables of the temperature range, perc·ent range ot 
temperfl ture and the time lag will be made. 
(3) Data will be obtained on the actual operating 
temperatures or sheet steel roofing .• 
(4} Temperature gradients for eaeh root section will 
be plotted on temperattiTe drop diagrams. 
(;) A study will be made of the effect ot orientation 
on compartment room temperatures for dif'ferenees in tem-
perature, temperature range, and time lag. 
Mr . Seoates eolleeted his data during the month or June,. 
1938. The only source o:t beat involved was solar heat. From 
his analysis of the data these eonclus1ons were drawn: 
(1) Type D, which is l•l/4u <mr:rugated sheet steel 
roofing with shiplap sheathing and sisalkraft paper, is 
not aoc~ptable tor excluding solar radiation. 
(2) Type H is the most efficient of those tested in 
excluding solar radiation. 
(3) The most efficient use or 1" structural insula• 
tion board in excluding solar radiation is on the under• 
side of the: :refte'rs as in type F. 
(4) 'fhe use of flat galvanized sheet steel under the 
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ratters is as affe tive in exc1uding solPr radiation 
as 1° structural insulation board in the same pl ce . 
2 • J. •. .C.. tves ( 1938-1932) 
Folio n • Scoates was r . Ives (9), the second research 
fello to work on the projec • He set out with the following 
specific objectives: 
(1) To find the r~ctors which affect the amo nt ot 
heat entering a given roof section when exposed to solar 
and sky radiation, an air temperature difference, or 
both of these conditions acting simultaneously 
(2) To analyze these factors as· to their nature and 
importanc~ n a reeting he t flow through a root 
structure 
(3) To study and compare the relative abilities of 
different roof sections covered with galv2nized sheet 
steel rooftng w th reg~rds o their insulation proper:ies 
to stop he t flow from solar radiation and on an ir 
temperature difference. 
The test house was evised by adding two add1t1rmal 
roof sections, s shown in fig. 4, in order to study the effect 
of ventile t ng 'the insul '<ting air spaee between the r·.fters . 
New instruments introduced were a pyranometer, an Epply pyrheli• 
ometer ith a Leeds and orthrup reco ding potentio eter for 
obtaining solar and sky r t dia t1on, and a Friez three- cup 
anemometer mounted on a 16-foot steel tower adjacent to the 
test house s shown in fig . 5. 
In his analysis of the problem Mr . Ives mnde a study or 
heat flow in its relation to his work . He found it convenient 
to divide the f ctors of heat flow into two broad classifica-
tions to facilitate his studys 
-12-
(1) The environmental factors 
(2) The physical properties of the roof structure 
This elass1f1cat1on appeRrs logical since man ean con-
trol the physical properties of a roof structure, while the 
environmental fBctors re unchPngeable .. 
Significant state ents found in Mr . Ives' analysis of the 
problem arei 
For all practical purposes , it would appear that the 
surfr.:ice coetficien ... s as obtained for air flow parallel to 
the surface might well be used without any correction for 
the ngle of the wind . 
The effect of minute articles as fo':nd in many type 
of "loose-fill'• insulation would be to reduee the heat 
transfer by radiation through these mater1 ls to a point 
where it may be neglected . Emphasis should he given to 
the tact tb~t 6S to 80 percent of all heat flow t~kes 
place by radiation across a vertical air space between 
ordinary walls . 
His conclusions resulting from his analysis of the 
problem are: 
(1) The environmental factors affecting he:;t flow 
t hrough a roof section should be determined aocurate~y it 
·the resistance offered by a structure is to be analysed 
with a reasonable degree of certainty 
(2 ) The impinging radiation intensity, wind velocity, 
and outside air temperature are the essential envi~on­
mental factors to be mea sUl"ed 
( 3 ) Relative humidity ay be neglected as an influenc-
ing fRctor on he t flow by trans ission 
Ur . Ives also made a study or solar rad1 tion and methods 
ot measuring •ts intensity . Curves tor find-tng the altitJde 
of the sun at any hour dur ng any of eight evenly-spaced days 
throughout the ye~r, and curves for finding the az:tmuth of the 
-13-
sun once the a.1 ti tude is known :~:re presented . These curves 
were drawn for use at A.mes, Iowa, Lat . N. 42° 1.6 t t Long. 930. 
38• w. HAlthottgh these curves were plotted for the year 1938, 
they may with slight error be used for any yea:r.n The altitude 
of the sun f'or any other days th0n those sho•m on the curves 
mAy be determined by interpolation. 
Six sets or data were taken by ~b- . Iv-es at the following 
approximate dates: 
Five days in June, 1938 
Five days in July, 1938 
Four days in August, 1938 
One day in September, 1938 
Three days in October, 1938 
Two days in January, 1939 
On the last date in January the compartments were art1• 
f1e1ally heated by means of Mazda eleetrio lamps and carbon 
filament lamps in order to determine the overall thermal 
transmittance coefficients for the root sections . These U 
values were determined from the well-known heat transfer 
formttlat 
Ji : AU(t1-t4 ) (l} 
where H : heat transmitted in 1'tu1s per hour 
A - area through which heat is transmitted -
U - thermal transmittance eoeffie1ent in Btu•s/hl" . - . 
/sq . rt./Of 
t 1 : inside air te perature in °F 
td : outside air te perature in °F 
r. Ives presented his d ta in the form of, temperature 
gradient d agrams , compartment temperature diagrams, and dia-
grams showing "the difference between the outside air temper• 
atnre, the compartment air temperature, and the outside sur• 
:race te erature for e~ch of the eight roof sections studied 
under summer weather co ditions . " Also included were so e 
experimentally determined U values . 
mong the conclusions rrived at by • Ives are a 
(1) For the same conditions, roof section, type F, 
possessed ore resistance, due to the Celotex insulation 
bo rd th n roof section, type G. 
(2) Ventilation ithin the roof section is not 
practical tor winter eonditions . Summer r adings re 
necessary to deter ine its effect on heat tlo due to 
solar radiation. 
(3) Roof section, type Ht showed superior resist~nee 
to heat flow due to an air temperature difference . 
(4) Solar radiation for winter wePther conditions 
aterially affects the amount of heat flow through a 
structure, but due to its inconsistency it should be 
neglected when designing tor maximu he:-i t loads in 
winter . 
(5) Under summer weather conditions a sheet of r1~t 
g lvanized sheet steel proved to be slightly ore fficient 
in its resistance to heat flow than a one-inch Celotex 
insulation board, as ~as shown in roof sections , types 
F and G. 
3 . ! · ! · Dingle {1939•194Q) 
Following r . Ives w s Mr . Dingle (3), the third researeh 
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fellow to work on the project . Mr . Dingle outlined the follow-
ing o.bjeetivest 
{1) The establ1:;;hment or some phy$iCa.l constt"ints which 
would definitely evaluate the per:f'ormanae of each roof 
type · 
(2) The determination of the intensity of diffuse ra31-
ation fr.om verious points of the heavens for different sky 
conditions 
(3) A eomparison of the effects of different methods 
or surface treatment on the thermal characteristics of 
the roof sections 
Mr. Dingle decided to eoneentra.te his activities mainly 
toward fulfilling his first-named objee.tive since ft seemed 
more importunate . The physical eonstants in question were: 
Cl) The overall thermal transmittance U 
(2) The thermal capacity, M 
(3) The eooling constant, K 
The overall thermal transmittance coefficient u, may be 
determined from the formulat 
u = Q 
.AtT1- T4 ' (1) 
Where Ci : heat lost in Btu ' s per hour 
2 
A 11 area through which hea t is transmitted i ·n ft . 
'l\ : inside air temperature in °F 
0 
'!' d • outside air tempera tu.re :tn F 
Actually tr is not a constant . Its value depends on the inside 
surface film coeffieient, the outside surra.oe film coef'fioient, 
the conductivities or the materials making up the wall or roof' 
section, and the conductivity of the "dead" air space, should 
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there be one . or these coefficients, lr . Dingle states it 
can be sup osed that all exeept tbe outside surface f 1lm 
eoeffieient rem in const~ nt for all praetie 1 purposes reg rd-
less of enviro!ll"lental changes . With the ide< of 1sol ting 
-
this outside su f ce film coefficient Mr. Dingle set up this 
equation: 
p = Q . 
A(T1-T05 ' (2) 
Where T05 is the temperature of the o tside surface in °F' . 
It follows then th~t 
J.•l+l 
U P t 0 (3) 
1n whi.ch r0 1s th utside s1ttface film eoeffieient . There-
fore, 1f ? and U are kno n f 0 can be caleuleted . It shoa~ d be 
noted th t P is gre8ter than U unless r0 is negative . 
A tim lag is A characteristic possessed by all closed 
structures. A structure is ~aid to possess a tim lag if the 
inside temper~ture maxima nd minima occur later th~n tho out-
side temper ture maxima and mintma . Mr . Dingle showed that 
the tim l ag is function . the U val e or a str cture and 
ot the thermal capacity, M, as follows: 
Where 
M : cpv 
: thermal capac ty n Btu 's/oF 
c : spec:tf'ic h t in t ''s/l·b. 
p : density in lbs ./ft.3 
v = volume in rt .3 
Th thermal. capacity per squaro foot of are is: 
m=H 
(4) 
A (5) 
.. . . 2 
Where m = unit thermal capacity in Btu•s/'F/rt . 
A : total area in ft . 2 
Thant 
L : J (6) 
Where L : time lag in houns 
For convenience the reciprocal of L was used: 
k - J.. .. u ·(7·) 
• L- i 
Uni ts tor k : l/hr., and the valu.e ot k varies directly 
as the value or tr. 
From his theoretical analysis Mr . Dingle was able to say 
thF3t "as k approaches zero, the T1 of the structure beeomes 
more and more independent or the environmental temperature . 
If k were set equal to zero, T1 would not vary at all.'' He 
also sho\ved that the k ot his analysis was identical with 
that found 1n Newton ' s law ot eool!ng: 
(6) 
Whe:m T = temperature difference between a liquid and 
the surrounding atmosphere at time t : n 
T0 a O 
e : Naper1an base 
k : "cooling constant" 
t : time f actor 
From Newton's law of cooling k may be determined, and it 
k and U are kncrrfn, m may be computed rrom eq . (7). It ean be 
seen that in order to obta in a correct value of m, the values 
of k and t1 must be obtained for the same environmental eond1-
t1ons. Sinee this was impractical Ml" . Dingle p:roposed a 
solutiontor m which tbeo:ret1cally would eliminate the effect 
ot the outside surface film coefficient . This tnethod intro-
duces a new constant whose value depends on the ditterenee 
between the 1ns1de temperature and outside surf'aae temperafrure . 
Then m: P . ii {9 ) 
In r ecording dat a Mr . Dingle used the same record forms 
that Mr . Ives used . Contrary to all expectations P was found 
to vary as mueh as u, even though the test house had been 
thoroughly caulked before the tests were begun. ·Mr. Dingle 
attributed this to the effect of solar radiation on the 
encl osed insulat ing air space in those r oof sections possess• 
ing such a · feature~ Ro explanation was offered for.t he other 
roof sections . 
Among the conclusions Mr . D1ngle arrived at are : 
(1) The best criterion of the relative performance 
of a roof section is its cooling constant , k . 
(2) The overall thermal transmittance, U~ is not a 
constant physical characteristic but r a ther varies with 
weather conditions . 
(3) In general an increa.se in wind velocity is re-
flected as an increase in U, and an increase in r adiation 
causes U to decr ease. 
(4) The difference between U values tor a given roof 
type may be interpreted as an expression of the differ-
entfal ot wind and r adiation effects in terms of Btu ' s x 
OF .. · p,1", square root or roof su:rraee . 
(5) 'fh& cooling eonsta:nt valnes of root types F,0 9 
H,_I, and J indicate that H is the most desirable tor cool· 
ing performance and long time lag1 F, is second, G, third , 
and I and J are bout eqnal in f'ourth place. ObV'1ously, 
I and J, b~ing ventilated, are shown to disad'Vantage under 
winter cnnd1t1ons. 
It will be recalled that "Mr. Dingle in his investigation 
aeeumulated a ·considerable amount or data which was not eom• 
pletely ~nalyzed. Following Hr. Dingle on the project was 115r . 
Cox (2) whose general objeetiv& was to analyze more thoroughly 
the data previously eollected. Specific objeetives of Mr. 
Cox's study weret 
{1) To evaluate physical constants to be used in 
design calculations for the ten r-oof sections under study 
1n this projeot. 
(2 l To compa:re the temperatures nnder the va:r1ous 
roof sections.. 
Mr. Dingle h!!id eoll~cted data foz• a total of twenty.-one 
days; Mr _ Cox, using a method of ave.rages t obtained the 
average .temperature of each compartment for each hour of the 
day. These composite f1gttl"es were supposed to be representa.-
tive of typical Iowa winter conditions. By plotting curves 
showing the average compartment temperatures ~gai ··st the 
time of day, and ttcnanglng these eu:rves to compensate for the 
variation in heat input for the compartments,"' an answer was 
supplied to the question , "Which of the roof sections will 
perin.it higher temperatures under winter conditions with the 
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same he-at supply?'* 
In determining thermal transmittance coefficients for 
the various compartments, curves were plotted tor each eom-
pa.rtment showing the ave.rage inside compartment temperature 
and the average outside air temperature . 1!easu:ring the area 
' ii 
between the two etirves with a planimeter and div:i.ding by the 
length of )the abscissa rendered a composite temperature dit-
ference . ( t1-t4 ) to be used 1n the ealeulation of u, eq . (1) . 
J~fr .. Cox also made a brief investigation of the absorp-
tivity values ot the compartments , ! . e . , the decimal part of 
~olar he8t reaching the interior of a compartment. To deter-
mine the absorptivity it was neeessa:ry to know the impinging 
solar heat and the heat gained by the compartment, since the 
absorptivity of a partieula.:r compartment is the ratio or the 
latter to the former. '!'he heat gained by a compartment was 
found by muitiplying the thermal capacity, m, of eq . (7) by 
the rise 1n t emperature inside the compartment during the 
period stu.died . The impinging solar heat wns determined by 
' means or the pyrheliometer reeords . Mr .. Cox computed the eom-
partment absorpt1v1ttes from data collected on two days in 
July;- 1939. These values are presented in tables in his 
thesis . Significant eQnelnsions stated are: 
(1) The absorptivity of a roof section during a 
period of temperature use 1s influenced by the ehange in 
outside temperature during that period . 
(2) The structural insulation board was mueh more 
eff'ective, both in excluding solar heat and preventing 
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outward heat flow when placed under the ratters than when 
placed next to the sheet steel roofing. The Celotex, 
when placed under the rafters, was more efficient in pre• 
venting heat flow under both winter and summer conditions 
than the sheet steel in the same position. 
(3) Root type H showed lowest U value and lowest 
absorptivity of all roof sections, proving the loose-fill 
insulation to be an effecttve insulating m te:rial . 
The data eolleeted by previous investigations on this 
p:rojeot during summer weather conditions were found to be ade-
quate and satisf'actory, but it was decided that the winter 
data needed supplementing. With this in mind, Mr .. Nemerever 
(13), the fifth research .fellow on the project, took as his 
general objeot1vest 
(1) The construetion of a heating system of the 
test house which would maintain a const~nt temperature 
within the compartments, regardless of outside air 
temperature fluctuations 
(2) The obtention and analysis of winter data )'1elded 
by tests with the above-characterized heating syst$m 
In order to fulfill h1s objectives M~ .. Nemerever had to 
m.akf! several improvements on the test house . First, if a con-
stant temperature were to be maintained within the compart-
ments, heaters that are thermostatically regulated were round 
to be a n·ecess1ty. Aeeordingl.y, 660 watt, 115 volts, nichrome 
wire electric radiant heater elements to be regulated by type 
T42A MinneapQlis-Haneywell thermostats We1'e chosen. These 
heaters were placed 1n the eompartments in positions off-center 
in order to facilitate the development of eonveetion currents 
whieh would tend to distribute the heat un1torm1.y. To eliminate 
any radiation effect the thermostats and the thermocouple hot 
ju.netions were shielded with pieees of bright tin sheet from 
the radiant heat rays e.mitted from the heaters. A new ten 
k.v.a. transformer was installed on the last pole ot the .trans-
mission line about forty feet from the test house, thereby in-
sur1"1g ample voltage. Electric meters were installed to reeord 
the watt•honr input into eaeh compartment. 'l'hese meters were 
tested and eertified to register with 0 .2 percent at full load. 
Th<J Ta.ylo:r recording thermometer was used to record outside 
temperatures; the Friez three-eup anemometer was used to reeord 
wind. veloei ties; end the Eppley pyrh.eliometer w th Micromax 
~eeorder was used to record solar radiation. The pyrhelio-
meter was mounted at an angle of forty-five degrees with the 
horizontal , faeing south, thus being 1n a position parallel to 
the south f acing or the test house roof, and thereby eliminat-
ing any trigonometric conversions. 
Two experimental rttas were made in late January and early 
February 1944. Readings were t ,aken twice daily of the watt ... 
hour meters, the ins1d$ compartment t-einperRtures, and the 
wind velocities. The compartment temperatures were read in 
order to eheck on the operation ot the thermostats. 
In computing U values the outside air temperature and 
the inside compartment temperature (constant ) were plotted on 
the same sheet for each compartment. Then by measuring the 
area between the two curves with a planimeter, and dividing by 
the length of the abseissa, the average t.empernture differ.-
ence was obtained. The total heat input was found for each 
compartment by· multiplying the number of kilowatt hours by 
3413., the thermal equivalent in Btu•s ot one kilowatt hou:r. 
U values were co:rnputed by using the general heat transfer 
formula, corrections being made for solar beat absorbed and 
heat lost through the compartment floors . 
Among Mr . Nemerever's conclusions are: 
(1) No significant difference exists between the 
values of U of galvanized corrugated (.A) and galvanized 
3-·V-crimp (C} sheet steel roofing . · 
(2) It is more advantageous to have a structural 
board placed a few inches below rather than adjaeent to 
corrugated steel roofing (types E and F) . 
(3) Type F, 1 .. e., corrugated galvanized sheet steel 
roofing on the outside, with 2'/32" insulation board on . 
the underside of the rafter, is more efficient than type 
G, 1.e .. , corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing otJ 
the outside, with flat galvanized sheet steel on the 
underside of the rafter. 
(4) The lowest U value was attained by type H, i . e., 
flat galvanized sheet steel on t ·he underside of the 
rafter, with the intervening space filled with loose 
cornstalk insulation . 
(5) The average outside temperature was not found 
to affect U values. 
Il. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
' 
A. Heat Flow through Root or Wall 
Seetions Covered w1th Sheet Steel 
Fig . 6 from an unpublished report by Henderson (7, p. 28) 
is included in order to present a picture of heat movement 
through a roof or wall seetion exposed to solar radiation. 
The ciuantity QsA represents the fraction ot total impinging 
radiation normal to the surface, on a unit area, that is ab .... 
sorbed by the surface. For galvanized sheet steel tbe absorp .... · 
t1v1ty values range from about 0 .4 to 0 .9 (8) . The quantity 
Qs (l-A) repr·esents. the amount of heat retleeted from unit 
surface area; therefore, it is apparent that the reflectivity 
of a surface 1$ equal to one minus the ansorptivi ty or the 
surface. The heat absorbed by the outside surface, QsA, in-
creases the outside surtaee temperature, and due to this in-
crease in temperature the outer surface r adiates heat back to 
the atmosphere. This negative r adiation, Qr, basically varies· 
as t he fourth power of t he absolute temperature of the outer 
surface. It may be computed by using the Stetan-lloltzman law 
(10) provided all qttantit1es except Qr are known . For radia-
tion frum a unit area the .equation is: 
Qr :: O. l73x10- 8xe(T14•T24 > (10) 
9x 
T ernperature 
e5radien-t 
Q• A - C (ta - t ~) - Q r . :. U / ( ts - ti ) = QI 
A ::: 
c = 
u'• 
1 ntenslty ot .suns radiat Ion norma I 
to Bur face, BTU/ sq. ft/ hr: 
Surf-ace obsorptivit_y coefficient. 
Fi Im coefficient ot conduction, outside 
surface (varies with wi nct veloclt~). 
tempera.tun~ of outsldt- surrace , F ~ 
Out .sld!i air temperature . F" 
Heat energ ~ radiating t"rom eurtace 
to sKy • BTU/ sq. tt. /.hr. 
Overa II conductance coetf icient tor 
root Exclusive of outside surface 
fraction. 
Inside air temperature r· 
Heat 9ained or lost by inside 
BTU/ sq.tt./ hr. 
Heat movement -through a r .oof- exposed 
to sola.r- radiation. Con~+ont hea.t flow 
i~ assumed . 
• 1g(j} 6.u 
0 
Where e : emtss1v1ty of the radiating surface. The value 
varies from 0 .228 tor bl"ight galvanized sheet 
iron to 0 . 276 for grayt oxidized galvanized 
sheet iron 
T1 : absolute temperature of the radiating body 
Ta : absolute effective sky temperature 
Up to the present time no investigs:tor has been able to 
assign any value or values to the effective sky temperature or 
temperatures . Observers at Fargo, North Dakota (17) in measur-
ing nocturnal radiation obtained values ranging :.from one to 
twenty- seven Btu ' s / sq .. rt . /hr .. , with the average being about 
twelve . Henderson (7, p. 27) from his investigation of heat fl.ow 
through roof seetions covered with eorrugated she~t steel in-
terred. that a value .of six Btu' s/sq. tt . /hr . for neget1ve ra.di• · 
at1on was applicable nror night or shaded conditions . ,., The 
quantity of heat represented by C(t 5-t8 ) is that he0t lost to 
the a1.r by conduction, since the surface temperature 1s higher 
than the outside a~r temperature . The he3t designated as 
tP (t8-t1 ) is the amount of hei1 t that enters the 1nter1o:r of 
the structure if constant heat flow is assumed . As long as t 8 
remains higher than t 1, no heat can flow f:rom the inside 
through the roof seetion to the outside of the. structure ., If 
the 1nside temperature is higher than the outside surface tem-
perature, none of the solar heat absorbed by the surface can reach 
the interior of tbe strueture; it is subsequently lost to the 
atmosphere by oondu.ction C{ts-ta), and negative r adiation, Qr . 
Henderson C7, p.42) included in his report a set of curves 
which show the relative humidity inside a structure at which 
condensation will begin for various inside and outside air tem. 
peratures and thermal transmittance eoeffieients (U values) . 
Radiation was neglected in preparing the curves , because ot 
its complex natur e, but Henderson s ta tes t hat "'radiant exehan~ 
would be an asset, tendJ.ng to improve conditions . The graph 
t han would still apply,. giving the maximum conditions :tor sat is-
f actory pertormance .u 
B. 'Brooder House Design 
The essentials of proper poultr y housing a.s l isted ,by 
Moore et al. {12) are: 
1 . Proteetion f'.r'om extreme heat, eold, or sudde'n 
changes in temperature 
2. F~eedom from drafts 
3. Sufficient ventilation 
4 . Abundance or light and. sunshine 
; . Sanitation and control of parasites 
6 . Suffleient floor spaee 
7. Convenience in routine management 
8 . Protection against rodent s and predatory animals 
9 . Ec,onomieal eonstruetion 
10. Durability 
In connection with the first and 1hird items above , Giese 
(6) concluded thatt 
1 . Uniformity of temperutur is the most import nt 
f actor in poultry house ventilation. 
2 . Excessive relative humidities, while not desir ble, 
are not particula~ly detrimental if the temperature re ins 
fairly constPnt . 
3. Air purity 2s indicated by carbon dioxide con-
tent is not paramount , and birds can be subjected with 
1 punity to atmos phe es eont41ning a much higher p rcent-
age of carb n dioxide thqn is usually found n poult y 
houses . 
4. House construction and insulation exgrcise a 
greater ·nfluence on poultry house temper~tures, ithin 
usual 11m1ts, than the circulation of air . 
oore (12) lso stat s that "the major problem in poultry 
house ventilation is that ot moisture control during the 
winter months, specificall to maintain dry litter and to pre-
vent condens~ti n of moisture on the walls and ceiling . 1 In 
listing the f actors which influence the oper. tion or any 
ventilation system, oore noted the effect of available heat , 
either naturR- 1 or artificial, stating that additional heat 
stimulates air movement and "has a drying effect in thAt as 
ir is warmed its moisture-holding c pacity is increased . '1 
Kicholas and Callenbach (14) from a study in which four 
12xl6 ft. Pennsylvania State brooder houses were used con-
cluded that "insulation plays an important part 1n maintaining 
desired temperatures and humidities in poultry brooder houses . " 
Thus from these stetements one e n deduce that insulation is 
a factor of prime importance to be considered in brooder house 
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design. 
The general temperature recommendations as given by Wileke 
et al. (18} for day- old chicks are ninety to ninety-five degrees 
Farenhe1t at the edge of the hove.r and about two inches from 
the floor . The temperat\~re At the edge of the hover should 
be reduced about one degree e~ch d.ay until tbe brooder is no 
longer needed . Prickett (15) in a study of chick brooders 
found thnt day-old chicks were heal thy a.nd vigorous. all over 
the hover fll"eas wherever aetual temperatures measured with 
thermoeouples at a height ot two and one-half inches above the 
litter were within a range or 8-0° to llG°F. "Not until W$ 
reached temp$ratures as low as ?'5° or as high as 12$°Fdid we 
find areas definitely avoided by the e:hieks ~ 11 Dukes (4) 1n 
discussing the affeet of environmental temperature states; 
The temperature of the environment influences the 
metabolic . rate, a temperature below or above.eertaln 
points raising the heat production of the body . There 
1s an environmental temperature at or below which the: 
rate of metabolism in the resting 1 fasting animal is 
increased to prevent a fall of botty temperature. At 
this temperature which varies considerably in different 
species, heat lost by radiation and eonduetion and,.by 
the evaporation of water is at its lowest point . :.i:his 
is called the critical temperature . If the environmental 
temperature falls below the cr1t1aa+ , heat produet1on by 
the organism must increase if the body temperature is to 
remain eonstant _. If the environmental temperr-ature is 
raised above the eritical, Padiation, and conduction and 
the evaporation of water a.re 1 re reasGd so that the 
temper~ture of the body and the rate of metabolism are 
not increased . 
Mitchell and Haines (11} 1n investigating the c:ritical 
temperature of the chieken considered the following v.~lues to be 
approximat ely correct :. 
For a fasting, rest1ng hen tbe c:rit1cal temperature is 
62°F. 
For a tasting, aetive hen the critical temperature is 
35°F. 
For an active hen co.nsuming a :ration eomposad largely nt 
eorn sufficient 1n amount to support an egg production of 
one per day, the critica l temperatm"e can be estimated at 
1;°F. 
These temperatures were determined on the supposition that 
Newton 1 s law o:f cooling bodies would a pply . The law :1$ 
H: K(t-t '} (11) 
Where H ; hatctt emission {or hent production} at the criti-
cal t .emperature 
t : normal body temperature of the animal 
t' • the critical en:v1romnental tem'herature ,. Y-
K : a eonstant equal to the increase in heat emission 
(or heat produetion) per degree drop in temper-
ature!' K: 2. 6 eal.*/°F./day 
Winchester and Kleiber (19) found, from a study of the 
effect of environmental temperature on White Leghorn ehieks 
that no deaths occurred among the ebicks kept at 21°c (67.S°F.) 
or above . or :f'i ve chicks kept at I8°c (64.4°F.) two had died 
by the end of the t enth day or the experiment, and of the same 
*Kilogram calorie : 1000 calories 
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n ber kept at 16°c (60.8°F . ) three had died . The chicks ere 
five days ot age when the experiments, hich lasted from nine 
to eleven days; began. They also st te that 0 env1ronmental 
tempernture had a pronounced effect on the oo position of body 
substance gained . The amount of fat stored per gram of incre se 
in body weight was greatest t 3;oc (95°F . ) and 38°c (l00 . 4°:F .).0 
The usual size for a ovable brooder house is 10xl2 rt . 
There are a number of different shapes in use such as the shed-
roof, the gable- root, the semicircul r - roof, the ga brel- roof, 
and the gothic- arehed ... roof types of houses . Dunk lberg ( 5) 
concluded that a gothic-arched roof is desirable on a movable 
poultry shelter . He also stated thri t a 10xl2 rt. movable 
poultry shelter should have the long dimension in depth . 
In discussing the amount or window space needed in a 
poultry house Cooke (l) saysi 
Windows should be limited to the amount necessary 
to provide light for eating ~ More than. this makes for 
loss of he.g t in inter and overheating in summer . It is 
poor economy to spend money for insulation and then lose 
much of its benefit by using an excessive .amount of glass . 
In general it may be said that the recommended mount of 
window space is from four to six percent or the floor area of 
the structure . 
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I!I . OBJECTIVE OF INVESTIGATION 
The genell"al objective of this investigation was, to design , 
construct , and then study the perfo:rmanee or three experimental 
sheet steel brooder houses . The three houses wer-e to be 
identical in all respects exeept insulation. After studying 
the performance of these houses under actual conditions of 
usage, they were to be compared as to their insulation qualities 
and general performance . 
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IV. . mTHOD OF PROCEDURE 
A. Design of Houses 
For this investigation, where hree brooder houses had to 
be constructed in a relatively short time by two en, it 
seemed logical to select the smallest size colony brooder 
house that is in general USBge, namely the 10xl2 ft. size. 
This size house is more convenient to h ndle when moving from 
one location to another than the larger sizes, and a house or 
this size is sufficiently large to permit a thorough study of 
its performance, particularly with reference to heat tr3nsfer . 
2. Shape 
B fore selecting any particular shape for the proposed 
brooder houses, scale drawings were ade of four 10xl2 ft. 
brooder houses of the following shapes: 
No. 1 - gable-roof brooder house 
No. 2 - gambrel-roof brooder house 
No. 3 - gothic-Poof brooder house 
No. 4 - semicircular-roof brooder house 
These four houses were then compared as to their adapt-
abilities to sheet metal construction nd the inclusion of 
... 34_ 
features whieh would permit ventilation of the air spaces be-
tween the rafters . The latter was found to be desirable 1n 
summer weather by Ives (,) .. From these comparisons 1t was evi-
dent that the gothie•root brooder house offered the best possf ... 
' b1lities, chiefly because the curving air space between the 
rafters would offer the least resiste.nce to air flow of' the 
fotir types of houses.. The final construction selected was a bit 
unusual in that the outside corrugated steel sheets are applied 
w:tth the corrugations running bor:lzontally instead of verti• 
eally as is customary . In this manner the curved laminated 
:rafters give stiffness in one dire,~ tion while the corrugated 
steel sheets give stiffness in a direetion normal to that of 
the rafters . tn such a eonstruction the rafters may be spaeed 
foUl"' feet apart" and there 1s no necessity tor having any nail-
ing girts or spacers between the rafters . Another advantage 
ot this eonstruetion is the elimination of any bending of the 
sheets in the direction of thQ corrugations,. 
3 . Ra:fter2 
The eurved laminated rafters were not designed with the 
intention of using the smallest possible section that wo~ld 
support the applied loads . Inst~ad , the selection was govern«l 
by the size of the :roofing nails, the number of laminations 
:required in order to prevent Hspringback" when the rafter is 
removed from the form, and the neeessity for having an 
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TABLE 1. Bill ot Materials, House F 
LJamb~;c :Grade :P1ece§t Stze :~~thaF 1B 1M1 
4 x4":12 -on: 32 Skids :1 com l 
Studs and framing : tt l 
T~ &: G. flooring • tt • • • 
For rafter strips :C Fin .: 
Joists : .. 
Joist headers : u 
Sil ls & ridgepole • • " Ventilator I " 
Vgnt1J.ato;i: • • " 
Sheet Stee 
2 ga. l•l 4" corrugated 
28 ga. · 1-1;4n corruga ted 
26 ga. flat , galvanized 
l•l/4° corrugated end wall 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
28 ga. galvanlzed r1dgero11 
l /2d Celotex sheets 
Door 
Basement sash 
2 
il 
11 
7 
2 
5 
1 
l 
• . 
• • 2itx4• :12'-0": 40 
t l"x8":12'-0": 128 
: 2ux4tt;.10'-0°: 73 
• 2"x4n :10'-0": 47 • 
: 2'*x4" :12 '-0" r 16 
• 1ux4n:12 •-0°: 20 • 
: l"x6"1 4•-ott: 2 
:1°xl2": 2 1- 0»: 2 
: S e : Ouantit 
: 2 xl2 : 9 
:· 2 'xlO' a 6 
: 2 ' xl.0 1 : 6 
flasbing)2' length: ( 
)4" apron : (25 
:8" girth :11 L,F, 
: 4 1x8• : 18 
s 5'-9"x2 • .. ou : l 
tl2°xl6" 2 lt 1 1 2 
!!seellaneous and HArdware : Qyant~tx 
Caulking compound 
Aluminum paint 
Casein glue 
Hinges: 4° butt 
2" butt 
3" T. 
Carriage bolts: 1/4"x7tt 
1/4ftx2-1/2" 
l/4,.x2" 
3/8"x4-1/2n 
Screws: 1-1/4" #9 F.H. 
3/4" #8 F .H. 
Turn buttons 1-1/2'' 
Angles, 1-1/2"xl-1/2r•x1/8nx2-l/2" 
Strap iron, l/4"xl-l/4" 
Gatehooks and eyescrews: 4n 
Padlock hasp 
Plumber's ehain 
2" 
Hard are cloth 1/4" mesh, 2 ' width 
Nails: sheet s~eel r oofing 
8d. finishing 
lOd. finishing 
3/4" barbed roofing 
: 2 lbs. 
: 1 qt. 
: 2 lbs . 
: 2 
: 4 
: 6 
: 14 
; 32 
: 12 
: 8 
t 16 
: 8 
: ; 
: 20 
: 8 L.F. 
: 8 
: 2 
: 1 
I 4 L.F. 
: 30 L.F. 
: 2 lbs. 
: 4 lbs. 
: 2 lbs. 
: 4 J,bs, 
TABLE 2 . Bill of Materials, Rouse G 
, :Grade :P£eeest Size sLength:F ,B,M, 
Skids :1 com. : 2 : 4°x4°112 •-o": 32 
Studs and framing : : 5 : 2"x4": 12 1- 0 : 40 
T . and G. flooring : u t 16 : l"x8tttl2 ' ·0": 128 
For r after strips :C r1n. : 11 a 2' :k4t' t l0'-0": 73 
Joists : " t 7 : 2rrx4tt :10 ' -0": 47 
Joist headers : u t 2 : 2"x4n:l2 1- 0"t 16 
Sills and ridgepole: " : 5 : 1"x4°112 '-o•t: 20 
Ventilator t " : 1 : 1°x6": 4 •-ou: 2 
Ventilator : " : 1 : ;i.ttxl?'; 2 •-ou s 2 
S eet S e t s z 
2 ga . 1-1 4" corrugated • 2 ' x12 ' : • 
28 ga . i,..1/4tt corrugated t 2 ' x10 ' t 
26 ga . flat galvanized I 2 1:xl0 ' : 
28 ga, ' v.cr1mp : 2 ' xl2 '1 • • 
28 ga , 5 V- crimp s 2 ' xlO' : 
1-1/4'* corrug"lted end wall fla~h1ng:4n apron :50 L.F . 
28 ga 1 galvsni~ed r1dg1roll :8" g!Db : ll LaF 1 
Door 
. . uuwork 
Basement sa§h 
Caulking compound 
Aluminum p int 
Casein glue 
Hinges: 4" butt 
2" butt 
3'* '!' . 
Carriage bolt•: 1/4"x7" 
l/4"x2-l/2» 
l/4"x2" 
3/8"x4-l/2•' 
Sere s: 1- 1/4" #9 F .H. 
3/4" #8 F.H. 
Turn buttons l•l/2u 
Angles, 1 -1/2"xl ... l/2":xl/8"'xa.;i./2° 
Strap iron , 1/4"xl-l/4•• 
Gatehooks and eyescrews: 41• 
Padlock hasp 
Plumber's chain 
2" 
Hardware cloth, 1/4" mesh, 2• width 
Nails: sheet steel roofing 
8d. finishing 
lOd . finishing 
3/4° barbed roofing 
:ou~nt1tx 
: 2 lbs . 
: 1 qt. 
: 2 lbs. 
: 2 
I 4 
; 10 
l 14 
: 32 
: 12 
: 8 
t 16 
: 8 
; ; 
: 20 
: 8 L. F , 
: 8 
: 4 
1 1 
: 4 L.F. 
: 30 L.F. 
: 2 lbs , 
: 4 lbs , 
: 2 lbs , 
t 4 lbs , 
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TABLE 3. Bill of Uate r1als1 House H 
L 
k ds 
Studs and framing 
-r . and G. flooring 
For r after strips · 
J'o1sts 
Joist headers 
:Grade • ·• 
:1 eom.: 
t ft • • 
: " ; :C F1n . t 
c tt t 
t: n : 
: :ff t 
• lt ' • 
ze tLen ::F13 !{ 
4°x4 :12 •-on: 32 
: 2r•x4n : 12 • ·0" J 40 
I inx8": 12 • ... o .. t 128 
s 2tt:x4"tl0 '-0ttt 73 
' 2'"x4fr: 10 •-on : 47 t 2°x4tt :12 '-O"t 16 
: 1ttx4tt:12 '-ot•: 20 
f l"'x6n: 4 '-0ftt 2 
Sills and ridgepole 
Ventilator 
Ve,p.t1lator I lt I :J.-•:gJ.2tt: 2 •_,on; 2 
'she.et . s tee 
2 ga . 1-1 41t corrugate 
28 ga . l·l/4tt corruga ted 
26 ga . flat galvanized 
28 ga. ' v-erimp 
28 ga . ; V-cr1mp 
1-1/41' corPugated end wall flashing aa gs , g§lV§Dized rtdgero~l 
Door 
Daseme~ . sash 
Loose.fill cornstalk insulation 
Caulking eompound 
Aluminum paint 
Casein gl ue 
Hinges: 4" butt 
211 butt 
3tt T. 
Carriage bolts:: l/4"x7'* 
l/ 4l1x2-l/ 2" 
1/4nx2u 
3/8tt;x:4""1/2" 
Screws: l•l/4tt #9 F .. H. 
3/4" #8 F .H. 
Turn but t ons . l•l/2u 
Angles, l•l/~ttxl-l/2°xl/8*'x2-1/2u 
Strap iron, 1/4"xl•l/4u 
Gatehooks and eyeserews, 4'' 
Padlock hasp 
Plumber ' s chain 
Nails: sheet steel roofing 
8d. finishing 
lOd , finishing 
. 3l4tt ;parbed roofing 
: 2 xl2 ' : 
: 2 •x10• ,~ 
: 2 ' xlO ' t 
: 2'xl2 ' 1 
I 2 txl0 ' 1 6 
:4n aprontSO L.F . 
:8" girth:J.l L.F , 
: 13 tt . 
: 2 lbs .• 
: l qt . 
: 2 lbs . 
: 2 
1 4 
: 2 
s 14 
1· 32 
; 12 
: 8 
: 16 
I 8 I 
: ' 20
: 8 L.F. 
: 2 
t 1 
t 4 L. F . 
I 2 lbs . 
: 4 lbs . 
: 2 lbs • 
: 4 lb§ , 
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insulation space sufficiently large to permit the insertion of 
any loose-fill insulation. 
4 . Ventilators 
There is some divergence of opinion as to which is the 
better type of ventilation outlet tor a poultry house , the flror 
outlet or the ceiling outlet . The choice of a ceiling outlet 
in this case w s governed by the fact that the air passing 
through the space between the rafters and entering the house ly 
the hinged doors shown 1n fig . 9 should not be made to take a 
downward p th to enter the ventilator outlet . he ventilator 
was located in the center of the ceiling 1n order th8t this 
air entering through the hinged doors would travel the mini• 
mum horizontal dist nee before entering the ventilator . 
5 •. Wip,dows 
The indows selected were i2«x16n, 2- light, basement 
windo s having an area of 5.33 sq . rt . On a percentage basis 
the glass area is 4 . 44% of the floor area of the house . The 
Wihdows are hinged a t the bottoms inside the house toenable 
them to swing open nd thus serve as air intakes for the 
ventilation system . The OJlening of the windows is controlled 
by the plumber's chain shown in fig . 7. 
6. Insulation 
~he three brooder houses were to be identical in all 
... 41- . 
respects exeept insulation. The inst>l r tion used f'or the three 
houses con~ponded to t.het of roof types F,G, and H or the 
test house, f1.g. 1, and to avoid et>ntusion the houses Wel'e 
designated by the letters F,G, and H. Thus house F had 
1· 1/4" cor:rugated sheet steel on the outsirle or the rafters, 
an air spaee, and an iueh thickness.or Celotex .insulation 
boa.rd (two 1/2" boards) on the inside; house G had l-1/4n 
corrug::ited sheet steel on the outside, an air space, and 
5 V-erimp sheet steel on the inside of the house; and house H 
had l•l/4n corrugated sheet steel on the outside, 5' V -crimp 
sheet steel on the inside, and the intervening s pace filled 
with creosote ... treated ground eornsta1ks . 
? • nctaiJ.s 
S :tnee a movable 'brooder h.ouse is usually subj eeted to 
eonsiderable jolting and vibration wh~n being moved from one 
location to another , a rigidly eonstrueted house will give mueh 
longer service than a house that is not so well braced . It is 
thought that the houses used 1n this investigation posses .s eon-
s iderahle stiffness and rigidity without exeess ·weight. An 
examination of fig . 7 will show th·' t the floor joists are 
bolted to the skids by l/4"x7n carriage bolts, the small 
angles shown are bolted to the ratters , and the r afters in turn · 
are bolted to the r1dgepQle . Possible weak points in the fram-
ing ere where the ridgepole butts against the ventilator. 
- 42-
(fastened by screws through angles) and where the rafters are 
attached to the sills (secured by scre\vs through the angles 
into the sills), bu.t these points are $trengthened considel"• 
ably .when the outside .corrugated steel sheets are applied .. 
B. Construction of Houses 
he laminated ra.fters used in these houses were mad~? 
tw at a tlrne, in the form .shown in fig . 12 . A ten- foot 
length of 2"x4" Douglas fir when ripped made six strips whieh 
after :pl?ning on two sides possessed a t hickness or 3/ 811 .. 
. Both sides of the strips were coated with casein glue , placed 
in the f ol"ms, and the bolts tightened . 8d finishing nails 
were driven at intervals of about six iaches along the rafters 
to aid in applying pressure while the glue was drying . The 
r afters wer$ left in the form over-night, which was sufficient 
time for the glue to set • 
.Aftel' the joists had been bolted to the skids they were 
sewed to an even ten- foot length, headers nailed on, and the 
1Px8" tongue and grooire flooring nailed in place . fhen the 
flat galvanized sheets were laid on the .flooring; a bead or 
gvn grtide caulking compound was appl ied at every lap of the 
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Fig . 12. R fter for used in king lamin t ed r afters 
Fig . 13 . Details of ventilator 
sheets and the sheets were nailed with 3/4u barbed rooting 
nails to tbe flooring. '!'he i"x4n sills were nailed in place 
and the l-l/2"xl-1/2ux1/8Qx2~l/2~ angles fastened by screws to 
the sills. Tbe two sections of the ridgepole were next made 
up with the angles on opposite .stdes ot the inx4" ridgepole, 
being held )n place by two bolts com on to both angles.. The 
ratters were ereeted and held 1n place by means or C-elamps 
until they eould be secured by bolts. · The framing was com-
pleted by the 1nstallat1on ot tbe 'V9nt-1lator, the studding, and 
the door and window f'raiaing.. The 2"x4'" pieees used a.s window 
sills were beveled at an angle ot 100 with the horizontal to 
facilitate drainage •. 
3. Aonlieat,ion Qt 1gside steel slJ.e~ts ang Celo~ex 
The inside wall surface was applied before any outside 
sheets were nailed on.. The front. and rear insi<ie surf aees 
were applied bef'ore those . curved Slll"faees insid.e the rafters. 
In the appi..ieation of the Celotex sheets in house F two 1/2'* 
layers were used, because 1t was feared tna·t the 1" thick 
Celotex sheets would be ditfieult to bend to the inside· curve 
of the r afters. The cracks between adjacent sheets were 
covered with l/4"xl-5'/8" strips · ot Douglas fir, fig. 11. The 
Celotex near the floor was rotet?ted from p1eking by the ehioks 
by a one-foot strip or sheet metal. 
4. Wtt:ing ; 
-46-
Before .applying any outside sheets the houses ere 
electrically wired . A switch to actuate a light bulb at the 
rear .of each house , about five feet above the floor, was in-
stalled overheat just inside the door . Two convenience out-
lets and a watt-hour eter e e also inst lled adjacent to and 
belo th light bulb . 
5. Flashin& 
The l•l/4-., corrugated end wall flashing was ppl1ed in 
an attempt to decrease the air infiltration into the space be-
tween the rafters and in order to hide any rough edges of the 
sheets on the front or rear 0£ the house . In order to fit the 
curve of' the rafters the smooth t ce of this flashing hed to 
be either crimped, fig. 22, or cut t interv~ ls along its 
length, the short lengths lapped over each othert and nailed 
in place as in fig. 23 . 
6 . Outsid1 sheets 
For houses F and G the b ttom outside sheets were fastened 
to the rafters as shown in fig . 8 and fig . 9. In summer 
weather the lower halt of the botto sheet on each side of the 
house is swung out, nd the opening serves as an air intake 
for ventilating the air sp ce between the rafters, fig . 18. 
Before attaching these outside sheets a two-toot width of 1/411 
mesh hardware cloth was tacked along the lower sides of the 
-47-
Fig . 14 . 'View of three houses .from southwest 
Fig . 15. View of three houses .from southeast 
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rafters, and when the sheets are swung open the hardware 
eloth will prevent the entrance of rodents or other animals . 
As each outside sheet was applied to house H the space between 
the inside and out -'· ide sheets was sturt'ed With loose-fill, 
creos.ote-treated eol"nstalk insulation. 
A bead ot gwi grade eaulldng compound was used instead or 
fla&hing a:round the ventilator.. This caulking compound never 
completely harde:ns, and tt will, therefore, stick to surf ees 
undergoing temperatur~ chang~s . 
To complete the constru.et1on ot the houses, doors and 
windows were painted with aluminum paint and hungt and hardware 
cloth was placed over the windows and around the ventilator . 
C. Discussion ot Design .and Construction 
1. Rafters 
!he selection .of the rart.er form shown in f1g. 12 is open 
t ·o el'1t:tc1sm.. Tb.er• are other methods tr! constructing these 
curved laminated ra:rters that are simpler Qnd requi1'1tt' of less 
time. In one suoh method the eul'Ve or ah~rpe o.f the desired 
rafter is laid out on the floor or the hottse,. and wooden blocks 
ar~ nailed to the floor at intervals along the 1nside ot the 
curve . At a distance several inehes more than the desired 
width of the rafter from the inside blocks more bloeks are 
nailed direetly OPI >site tht! inside blocks . The rafter strips 
are eoated with glue and laid btttween the two rows of bloeks. 
Wedges are then driven between the outside bloe:ks and the 
strips, thereby .fare1ng the strips together and causing them 
to conform to the desired ettl've. ·Additional pressure can be 
obtained by elaTIPi.ng the strips together in the spaces between 
the blocks or by nailing them at. sueb places .. When the glue 
has set the wedges can be knocked out and another rafter 
. 
started • . When all of the ratters needed have been made the 
' 
wooden blocks ean be removed and construction of the houses eon-
tinued. In this method the application or pressure while the 
glne is setting :is mueh simpler than the ted1ous tightening of 
bolts used with the form or tig. 12 . 
There might be some question as to whether or not it is 
economical to eover the tloor ot t he house w1th galvanized 
sbeet steel . The sh$ets might corrode due to attaek by sub-
stances lea.ehed out ot the litter and droppings in the house 
before they had been in long ·eneugh to justify their expense. 
During their app11cation there were objectionable wrinkles 
formed in these sheet$ due t:o the fact that most of the sheets 
were warped slightly . Thes,~ wrinkles caused small bulges in 
the sheets which when stepped upon tend to cause the nails 
fastening the sheets to the floor to work out. The, advantages 
ot having the sheet steel floor are: the entire elimination 
of drafts coming through the fl.,oor• and t .be ease 1111th Whi,eb 
the floor surface may be kept clean and tree of insect pests . 
In most poultry houses there is provision tor eross-ventt-
lation in snm.me:r weather. This is a desirable featurt:t as it 
aids considerably in keeping inside temperatures from rising 
too high. No provision tor c:ross-vent11at1on was made in this 
design, be~ause 1t is hoped that the. ventilation or the air 
spaces betw~en the rafter& will produce the same effect. 
Should 1t he found neeessat"y to eross-vent1late the houses 
later, a small hinged dool'.' at the l"ear will be recommended. 
4. inside ste~l shuts 
!n applying the inside steel sheets ia houses G and H 
some diff"ieulty was encountered in titting the sheets on the 
insid.e of the rafters against the sheets ob the front and rear 
ot the houses . Had the inside sheets on the :f'ront and Pear of 
the houses been flat tnatead ot V-eritnp there would have been 
na difficulty in butting the long sheets on the inside of the 
rafters against the sheets on the front and rear . It is likely, 
however, that if flat sheets had bean used on the inside front 
and rear ot these houses ther• would have been some spreading 
apart of the sheets at the laps which would allow a1r to in-
filtrate. 
The cornstalk insulation used ln house H was obtained by 
running eornstalks thl-ougb a hammer mill,, with a one-ineh 
screen, and then treating them with creosote. It is :tn.terest-
ing to note that the cornstalks were rather wet when ground 
and therefor& liable to nhitat'* afterward, but after treating 
with creosote there was no evidence et '"heating." The ereo--
-
sGte was applied at the r-ate 0£ one gallon for every six 
eub1c feet of grotmd cornstalks a.nd was simply sprinkled on 
the ground cornstalks., and the m1:rture shoveled around . After 
a few days the e:reosote had t .urned the whole mixture a uniform 
brown color. Besides aiding tn the preservation of the corn-
stalks the creosote will repel mlt(!!S and other insects. 
A one-foot width of sheet steel was placed around th.e 
interior of house Ft fig. 11, to protect the Celotex ft-om 
pieking by the chickens. This strip of' sheet metal should 
probably be two feet 1.n width, because a grown ehioken would 
have no diff:teul ty in p1.cking the Celotex above the one-foot 
strip. 
The only logical way to elose all of the eraeks in houses 
F and G appears to be by running a bead or gun grade caulking 
compound along all cracks. In house ff the packed ground eorn ... 
stalks will eliminate air infiltration, but caulking would 
probably be benerioial to exclude the entrance of moistur'(;) . · 
Ir the loose•fill cnrnstalk insulation absorbs moisture, :tt.s 
thermal transmittance is increased whieh means greater heat 
losses during the brooding season. Caulking 1n this manner 
would reduce heat losses due t-0 inf11tra.t1on to a minimum. 
Attal" applying the outside corrugated steel sheets it 
was noticed that there was objectionable bulging o.r spreading 
between the laps of' the sheets,. fig. 20. 'lbis condition is 
mostly caused by the rafters being slightly out or line with 
eaeh other. One possible means of correeting this spreading 
would be to lap the sheets more tnan one and. one-half e:orru-
gations, as is customary. ?bus, i nstead of using four and 
on-e•halt sheets on eaeh side, t .he sh.eets could be lapped 
more and five sheets applied to each side. Another p.dssible 
solution to the prGblem is to fasten the sheets together with 
sheet metal screws as sh.own in fig ... 21. 
The end wall flashing, was crimped as shown in fig. 18 in 
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Fig. 18~ Rear corneT of house F showing cri ps in flashing 
and air intake fol' ventil ting sp ce between rafter 
Fig. 19. Device used for crimping end-wall flashing 
Fig . 20. Spread at lap .or outside sheet 
Fig . 21 . Same lap af ter applying 116 sheet metal screws 
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Eig~ 22. House F; note crimping of flashing 
Fig . 23 . House H; note anner 1n which flashing 
eonforms to r atter curve 
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order to malce 1t con!'orm to the curve of the rafters . T_his 
crimping can be acmmp11sbed by using a pair of long- nose 
pliers or by some device such as the one shown in fig . 19. 
This form was used in conjunction wit a small mechanical 
press, but a vise would serve just s well as the press. 
D. Testing ot Houses 
1 . Heat innut ll !.ll 1Wi19atJ.on !2L pei:tormance 
Since the three sheet steel brooder houses re identical 
1n all respects except 1nsul t1on, the only means of compar-
ing them is based on heat transfer . The most obvious method 
of rating the houses as to their insulation qualities is to 
record the heat 1np t necessary to aintain a certain temper• 
nture in each of the three houses . Thi can be accomplished 
by using electric brooders, thermostatic lly regulated, and 
watt-hour meters to record the electrical input . ultiplying 
watt-hours by the constant 3.415 will give the heat input in 
Bt~ • s, since 3.415 is the thermal equivalent in Btu's of one 
watt--hour. Since the houses are b ing subjected to the same 
weather eond1t1onsf it tollows that the house with the greatest 
heat f nput will be the least insulated; and~ conversely; the 
house with the least heat input will be the best insulated of · 
the three . 
To accomplish the above, the three brooder houses were 
f' I 
I 
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located bout twenty /feet apart from each other facing south 
I 
on a small knoJ.l (f~~· 14 and 15) at the College poultry farm • 
. ~ ! ;:; 
Two hundred d,By-old.J. 1hi te Leghorn chicks were placed in each 
I . 
/ I 
house on a~eh 28. A.thermostatically-regulated Makomb 
,/ J (/·' .,-. 
electric b'toode1r with a fif'ty-three inch square hover was put 
// ./ ,. . i . 
in eaeh b;tfse, and th~ wiririg system or e ch house includes a 
1/ 
watt .. h ~ meter of the conventio al inside type. These meters 
// -·~ 
have/ bein checked by a previous 1 vest1gator on this project 
(l.3) qnd found to b ecur~t within 0.2 p rcent. To check 
·bn the operation or the brooder t~ermost ts, thermometers 
were placed under the brooder hovers, and read twice daily 
by the operator. 
2 . Distribution ot .b.m JJl .i!l.e houses 
In order to ttirtber study the thermal charaeteristics 
or tthe ·irootier houses, readings were made or temperatures in a 
vertical plane bout six inches from th rear wall in each 
house, and also 1n a horizontal plane eight inches above the 
floor in each house. A system of thermocouples seemed to be 
the most expedient means of obtain·ng these temperatures; 
accordingly, three gambrel- shaped frames (fig. 24) made of 
one and one-half inch strips or clear spruce and hinged in 
the centers to facil1t te handling and arranging in the houses 
were made first. These frames when opened and in position in 
the houses have about an inch elearanee from the side alls 
of the houses . A grid system with lines eighteen inches 
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apart was marked ott on each frame and copper•eonstantan 
tbermoeottples located at the intersect.ions ot the grid lines . 
For each-of these vertical frames there are twenty-eight 
thermocouple junctions, and one constantan wire is common to 
all junctions . !he eoppe:r wire lead from the soldered tbermo-
eouple junctions and the one common eonstantan wire were taken 
out between the door and the 3amb of each house to a plywood 
tnsti-ument panel mounted -0n an old clisca't'ded tablet- arm chair 
(fig. 26). The operator would sit in the ehair with the 
Leeds and Northrup p_otentiometer on the tablet- arm and make the 
temperature readings . After the readings for one house were 
taken, the instrument panel was removed from the tablet-arm 
and replaced in the house, and the operator went on to the 
next house . There was a s~parate instrument panel fol!' eaeb 
house . 
'the f'rame shown in f1g,. 25' w:as used to obtain readings 
or temperat\ll"es in a horizontal plantt eight 1nehes above the 
floor in eaeh of the houses . Th.ere was a separa t e instrument 
for each .frame, and readings were made in the same manner as 
that described for the vertical frames . 
These readings at temperatures at ·var1ous positions in 
the houses were averaged and are included in order to present 
a picture of the rel.at1ve ternpet-at-u.re ranges in the three 
honses. 
~ 
.': ,. 
Z:- .... 
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Fig. 26. Apparatus for reading 
temperatures inside houses 
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In addition to the watt-hour meter used for recording 
electr1eal input and the Leeds and Northrup potentiometer used 
in reading temperatures there wer e a Taylor recording thermom-
eter and a ~riez three-cup anemometer.. The Taylor recording 
the:t'mometer was mounted on the wall inside the house shown be• 
hind the sheet steel brooder houses in fig . 14. The Fr1ez 
three-eup anemometer was 'mounted on a carpenter•s sawhorse 
near the brooder houses. This anemometer has an int,egrating 
odometer that registers the number of miles of ilind passing by 
over a period or time. The average wind veloeity in miles per 
hour for any length or time can be found by dividing the 
number or m1.les ot wind for the period by the length of the 
time period. This instrument was read twice daily . 
V. RESULTS 
A. Current Consumption 
For eonvenienee in analyzing the data collected the 
testing period of eight weeks, which lasted :from March 28 to 
May 23, 1945', was divided into intervals of one 'tveek each. 
F.or these- weekly periods the averaee outside air temperature 
and the average wind velocity we!'"e computed, and the current 
consumption of each h<>use was determined; these va.J,ues are 
listed in Table 4 . The outside air temperature 1s the aver-
age of temperatures at tbree•hour intervals throughout each 
weekly period. The brQoder temperatures a:re the averages or 
readings taken ~ice daily for the eight-week period . '!'he 
total current consumptions for the three houses indicate 
that the perfo:rmanee of the houses in general was as one 
would expect, 1 .e . , house H with the lowest U value required 
the least heat input, and house G with the highest U value 
required the gr~stest heat input of the thr'tle houses . It 
should be noted that these heat inputs are not in direet 
proportion to the U values ot the houses ., An explanation 
for this difference is given 1n the section of t ,bis thesis 
headed, "Discussion of Results.'* 
TABLE 4 . Current Conswnptiotts for Thre·• Hm>Ses 
f Average : · i 
\Veekly :Outside Airt Average Wind :CJllrent Consum;stion, k!h 
: Teniperatnret Velocity : . t : 
P!U!1!td t . ,°F . ! @1 1Lfa !!12,e F;H2J1Sfl GJHgu~e H 
!st week: ;3 : 3. : 3 t 104 : 3 . • : • : • • 2nd n t 55 : 7.9 • 62 : 96 I 53 • 
f t • • l • • 
3rd ·ft : 48 • 6.8 •· 74 : 116 t 66 • • 
• : I : I • 
4th ft • 53 ' 5.2 .: 83 • 124 .. 84 .. • • : : : f s 
5th tt t ;2 t. 3 .. 2 : 106 : 122 • 91 .. 
t I : : : 
6th " • 56 • 4 .. 4 1 117 : 113 • 87 • ... • 
t .. t .: : • 
7th 0 • 49 t 4.7 . 125 t 122 • 93 • .. • 
= 
: t .: ' 8th ff • 61 • 4. 7 I 128 : 114 = s; • • :. • t J • .. • • • • • 
Totals ... ; Z58 • 211 • 612 .. • 
Average brooder temperature,. House F -81 . $0f 
Average brooder temperature., Hotise a -80.2°F 
Average brooder temperature, House H -81.5°F 
B. Heat Distribution 
Fig . 21 through 32 show the distribution of heat in a 
vertical plane at the rear of eaeh house and the distribution 
or heat in a horizontal plane eight inehes above the floor in 
eaeh house as determined by five sets or readings . These 
readings were takan during periods of mild weather and little 
wind . For the readings or temperatures in a vertical plane 
the aveTage outside air temperature was 63°F , and for the 
readings or temperatures :in a horizontal plane the average 
outside air temperatu:re was ?rl'F . Less than five readings 
were obtained from some thflrmoeouple Junctions due to break-
age of the w:tres which were continually being stepped on or 
jostled by either the operator or the ehiekens . As soon as a 
break was discovered it was repaired, bttt the breaks in some 
eases couldn' t be discovered until after a set of readings had 
been taken.. A set of readings for the three houses usually 
required about two hours for eompletion. The average temper-
ature differential tor the temperatures in a vertical plane 
in each house was calculated on the assumption that all points 
at the same height should be at the sa:me temperature; aeco:rd-
ingly, all temperatures at the six-1neh height were averaged 
and subtracted from the average or the temperatures at the 
hlghest level read in the house . No attempt was made to de-
termine a temperature differential for the temperatures in a 
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horizontal plane, because of the extreme variation in these 
temperatures . For instance, if a chicken happened to be 
touching one or the thermocouple junctions, the temperature 
of that junction1 as indicated by the potentiometer, would 
approach the body temperature or the chicken and. thereby intro-
duce a considerable error . Since the windows were partially 
open to aid in ventilation, convection currents were set up 
which had some effect on the temperatures a.t the thermo .... 
couple junc.tions. The temperatures ot some of these junctions 
were observed to vary as much as six or eight degrees 
occasionally; so these readings o,f temperatures in a hori-
z.ontal plane should not be considered very significant . There 
was a definite tendency, however, for thos$ junctions neal'est 
the t'ialls and out of the r~gions or convect ion currents to be 
e.t higher temperatures than those junct1ons near the eenter of 
the house. There was ve.ry little variation observed in the 
temperature or any junction on a vertieal fran:e during a 
reading . The reason for this is that t ,he vertieal frames 
were close to the rear walls of the houses and, therefore , 
mostly out of the pat.h or convection currents. Furthermore, 
the readings of temperatures with the vertical frames were 
taken early in the e1ght .... week period, when the ehicks were 
younger and the windows, which served as air intakes for the 
ventilation system, we.re not opened as Widely as later . 
VI . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Current Consumptions 
While this investigation produced results of some signi-
ficance, there 1vere some serious faults that should be 
mentioned . First, the thermostats on tne Makomb 700-watt 
eleetr1e brooders h1-td such a wide range of temperatures (about 
200} that it was almost impossible to get the brooder temper-
atures equal in the three houses,, and once these brooder · 
temperatures we~ e about equalized, the thermostats were 
allowed to remain at those settings for the remainder of the 
eight-week period . This procedure is obviously not in line 
with the recommendations of poultry experts, but in this ease 
it was the only means of securing a: basis :for comparing the 
houses . In fig . 33 and 34 the enrrent consumptions shown in 
table 4 for the three houses were plotted against the averaae 
outside air temperature and the average wind velocity for each 
weekly period . By the method ot "least squares0 straight lines 
were passed through these points. One would expect ordinarily 
to find the current consumptions decreasing with an increasing 
outside air temperature and increasing with an increasing wind 
velocity, but on both graphs the opposite is indicated . Th~ 
reason for this non-correlation is the effect of ventilation 
on the current consumptions.. In generalt as the brooding 
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season progressed~ the operator opened the windows Wider . It 
the average brooder temperature were 81° and the thermostat 
range were 20°, the heating :element would begin to operate 
wben the temperature dropped below 71° and would continue to 
operate until the tempe:rature reached 91°. rr the ventilation 
system were 1n operation, the cooler air :from outside the house 
would enter and follow the path of the C'onveetion currents a.round 
the interior or the house . being warmed all the While. Then 
this warmed air would leave via the ceiling outlet . taking 
with it a quantity of beat .. If there we:re enough air entering 
the house to remove heat by convection enrrents through the 
ce1l1ng outlet as fast as the heating element could produce 
it,, tbe brooder tempera.ture would never risa to the required 
91°; and, consequently, the beating elem$nt would be in con-
tinuous operation. Sueh conditions would certainly result 
in wastage of current,. and it is feared that in this instance 
such was the ease. Rven if' sueh were true, the houses were 
all ventilated to the same extent, and the dif'f erenee. in 
heat inputs for the three l'.mnses for the eight- week period 
should be d.ue to their insulation qualities . 
An examination nf table 4 will show that the heat inputs 
for the three houses are more nearly equal for the last few 
weeks of the testing period than for the first rew weeks . 
For the first two weeks the windows in the houses were kept 
closed, and th.e heat lost through ventilation was a minimum; 
the heat loss for ea.ch house was more dependent on the insula-
t 1on qualities of the house . For the last few weeks of the 
test the windmvs were open most of the time, and the majol'ity 
of the beat lost was through ventilation. Since the v~ntila­
tion was approximately the same tor each house, the heat 
losses for the houses tended to become equal . 
From fig .• 33 and 34 it is apparent that the line repre-
senting the eurrent consumption of house G has the least 
slope of any of the cur1~ent consmnpt1on lines . This is ex-
plained by the fa ct that house G, beea.us.e or its construction 
and insulation features, was subject to considerable infil-
tration and exf'iltration ot air which eonducted heat away by 
air currents in the first :few weeks just as if the ventila-
tion system were operating. When the windows were opened 
l ater to permit ventilation there was no sudden upward surge 
in the current consumption of the house . 
'!'he total heat . inputs f'or the three houses are not in 
proportion to their U values, because the heat produced by the 
poultryf which is no small faetor 1 remains fairly constant 9 
while the total heat supplied varies . There a"re three sourees 
of heat in a poultry brooder house: solar beat , heat pro-
dueeo by the .poultry , and arti.fici al he c.i t. The determination 
of the solar heat absorbed by these houses is very ,diffieult 
because of' the curved roof surf aces which make it very 
arduous to determ.ine the angle of incidence of the sun ' s 
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r ys on each surf ce . To 11lustr. te the f act th~ t th he t 
from the broode is not in proporti n t o the U value of a 
pnrticul ar house, et us assume night conditions (to eliminate 
solAr r , diRtion) , and the following equation will apply: 
IVhere 
(12) 
Hb : he t in Btu ' s supplied by the brooder 
He : heat in Btu •s supnl ed by the poultry 
A : tota area in sq . rt . trens tt1ng heat 
U : overall thermal trans 1ttanee coefficient 
in Btu ' s / hr,./sq . ft . /°F 
t 1 : inside air temperature OF 
td = outside air temper ture or 
T : time in hours 
It can be seen from the 2bove equation t h::i t t he totril 
heat sup~lied, which is the sum of lib and He , shou d vary 
d rectly as the VAlue of u, but the quantity Bi, alone will 
not vary directly as the v~lue of u. However, for an increase 
in U there will have to be an 1ncre se in Hb if He rem-ins 
practic~lly constant . 
B. Temper ture Recording Appar atus 
There were some limitations to the use of the temperature 
recording appar- tus shown in fig . 26 . Obviously the equipment 
could not be used during any precipitation, and beeaus the 
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Leeds and Northrup potentiometer contains a standard Weston 
cell !t cannot be used when the temperature is below freeaing . 
When a strong wind was blowing :1t was impossible to obtain an 
accurate reading .with the potentiometer, because the gusts of 
air bl.awing aeross the clothespin leads on the instrument 
panel ereated a separate therinoeleetrie effect . Thus , tbe 
readings ot temperatures in vertical and horizontal planes in 
the housas could only be made in m1ld weather with little wind . 
C. Weights of Brooder Houses 
At the end of the test period the houses were weighed .. 
The weights ot the three houses are : 
House F • i;69 lbs. 
House G - 1401 lbs . 
House R - 1722 lbs . 
4.?he differences in these weights are due to the different kinds 
of insulation used in the houses, sinee the houses a:re identical 
in all other respects . It is evident that the weight of the 
loo.se ... f1ll cornstalk insulation used 'in house H is in the 
neighborhood of 321 lbs., because houses G and Hare identical 
e:xeept for the cornstalk insulation in house H. It is possible 
that the weights of houses F and H might change slightly due 
to absorption of moisture by the Celotex: and the ground corn-
s t alks . The weight of a Colo.ny brooder house is important, 
because it is an indication of the movability of' the house . 
.. so-
There should be no eonee?n over the m.ovab111ty of these sheet 
steel brooder houses, because the weight of a conventional 
shed- roof brooder house is app:roxima tely 2000 lbs . 
D. Costs of Materials 
!he costs of the materials used in tha .three houses were: 
House F - $114 . 55 
House G - $109. 46 
House H ... $124 . 88 
Because or the difficulty of arriving at a priee for the 
ground cornstalks, the cost shown for house II does not include 
this item. The cost fol: house H does incJude the pr1oe or the 
creosote used in treating the cornstalks, $17. 25' . 
In order to supply an answer to the question, "Does it 
pay to 1nsulate?0 , let us compare houses F and H to house G. 
From the figures above it is eviden~ that house F cost $5.09 
more than house G, and house H cost $15.42 more . During the 
first two weeks of' the test the houses were not ventilated, 
and the current consumptions of the houses . were influe.need 
mainly by their insulation,. From table 4, house F used 75 kWh 
less current than house G for the first two weeks, and house R 
used 94 kWh less than hottse G. If _the cost of electricity 
should be $ . 05 a kilowatt- hour, the saving in electricity would 
be $1 . 88 per week ror house F and $2 .35 a w&ek for house H. 
At these rates of saving the extra insulation would be paid tor 
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in about three eeks for house F and in abo t six and one- halt 
weeks for house H. It should be r alized that these figures re 
only relative, but they do indicate the financial benefits to be 
obtained from insulation. 
E. Suggestions for Future Study 
The main weaknesses in this investigation ere the lack of 
complete control over the brooder temperatures and the lack of 
control over the ventilation of the houses . In order to com-
pare the current consumptions of brooder houses it is essential 
that the brooder in each house be thermostatically- re ul ted 
nd the brooders in all of the houses be kept at the same oper-
ating temperature . It is much easier to maintain equal tem-
perntures under 'Several brooder hovers if the temperature 
differenti~l of the thermost ts is only a few degrees. Then 
the brooder temper tur s can be gradually decreased as the 
chicks grow older and still all brooders can be operating at 
the same temperatures. In order to know how much heat is lost 
through ventilation it would be desirable to know the tem-
perature, humidity, and velocity of Air passing through the 
ventilation flues of the brooder houses . If a recording 
anemometer and a hygro- thermograph eould be instnlled in the 
ventilation flue of a house , these quantities could be deter-
mined . To determine the effect of ventilating the air space 
between the r fters of houses F and G, interior te peratures 
should be measured with a system of thermocouples similar to 
that used in this investigation and compared With temperatures 
in house H. It would be desi:rable to then compare the 
interior temperatures in all three or these houses with interior 
temperatures in a conventional- type brooder house tha.t has 
cross- ventilation. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Sheet steel applied horizontally in a direction normal to 
that of the rafters eliminates the necessity for having 
di.agonal bracing or nailing girts between rafters, and 
the rafter spacing may be as much as four and one- half' 
feet . 
2 . .Bulging Ol'! spreading of the outside corrugated steel 
sheets at the laps ean be prevented by the use of' 116 
sheet metal screws spaced about one foot apart . 
3. By using corrugated end wall flashing crimped as shown 
in fig . ~ 18 and 22 the openings at the ends of the hori-
zontal corrugated steel sheets can be effectively closed 
and a pleasing appearance obtained . 
4,. In the ord.er of their thermal performance the houses 
rank as follows: house H first, house F second, and 
house G third . 
; . For the first two weeks of the test when the windows 
were not opened :for ventilation, houses F and ll were 
markedly superior in performance, to house G; but during 
the last few weeks or the test when all of the houses were 
ventilated extensively, the current consumption for the 
houses tended to become equal . This indicates that 
most of the heat input tor the houses during the latter 
part of the test period was lost through ventilation. 
6 . From t able 4 and fig •. 33 and 34 it is .apparent that 
ventilation had the least effeet on house G, because 
there was no marked eb.ange in its curr ent consumption 
f'rom week to week, i.e .. , the slope of the eurrent con-
sumpticm line :ts less than those of the other houses . 
Because or t he nature of 1ts construction (two sheets 
of steel with an air. s pace between) it is possible for 
a1r to pass from inside the house to outside regardless 
of whether or not the windows are open. 
7. For reasons expressed in conclusion number six, caulk.;,. 
ing of the cracks would benefit house G more than either 
or the other two houses, because infiltration is :re-
duced to a minimum in houses F and H. 
8 . The average differences in temperatures at the rear of 
the houses between poi nts near the floors and points 
near the ceilings ( as shown in fig . 2?,28, and 29) weres 
1.68.F tor house H, 2 . 80., tor house F, and S.4°F for 
house G. 
9 . During periods when the avera.ge inside air tempera.tures 
ot the houses were higher t han the outside air temper-
ature, convection currents tended to lower the temper-
atures or points in the centers of the houses. The 
temper atures of points near the walls were higher, thus 
indicating that they were out or the paths of air 
curren.ts. 
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10 . The actual cost of the materials used in the three 
houses were: 
House F - $114 . 55 
House G .. $109 . 46 
House H - $124 . 88 
11 . The weights of' the houses at the end o:f the test period 
were: 
House F - 1569 lbs . 
House G - 1401 lbs . 
House R - 1722 lbs . 
12 . Under conditions of normal operation, greater financial 
returns can be expected from hetuses F a.nd H early in the 
brooding season, because it is du.ring tbis cooler weather 
that ventilation is reduced to the point where it is 
used only to remove excess moisture . 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
From previous work on project $62 ot the Iowa Agricul-
tural Experiment Station. data have been accumulated that are 
related to heat f'low through root seet1ons covered with sheet 
steel.. From the eight roof sections comprising the original 
test house, three wel'e se1eeted for Nrther study . It vms 
decided to incorporate the insulation features of these three 
roof sections into poultry brooder houses and then study the 
performance of these houses under actual operating conditions . 
A gothie-roof brooder house was designed, .and three of 
the houses were constructed . The houses were 1dent.1eal 
except for the1.r insulation f'eatures . 
On March 28, 1945, two hundred day-old white leghorn 
chicks were placed in eaeh house. The houses were given the 
same treatment for an eight-week testing period . 
Readings were taken twice daily of the brooder thermometers 
and the watt-hour meters, P.ich were used to record current 
consumptions. Records were also kept of the outside air 
temperatures and wind velocities. 
By using a system of thermocouples attached to light 
wooden frames, readings were taken of' temperatures in a 
vertical plane six 1nehes. from the rear v1all of each house 
and in a horizontal plane eight lnches above the floor in 
each house. 
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From the dat a collected on current eensumptions and 
interior temperatures the houses were then compared as to 
their performance . 
1. 
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